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A ROBUST DECENTRALIZED POWER
SYSTEM LOAD FREQUENCY CONTROL

Hossein Shayeghi
∗

This paper presents a new robust decentralized controller based on mixed H2/H∞ control technique for the solution of
Load Frequency Control (LFC) in a deregulated electricity environment. To achieve decentralization in each control area,
the connections between this area and the rest of the system and the effects of possible contracts are treated as a set of
new disturbance signals. It is shown that, subject to a condition based on the structured singular value (µ), each local area
load frequency controller can be designed independently so that stability of the overall closed loop system is guaranteed. In
order to minimize effects of load disturbances and to achieve desired level of robust performance in the presence of modeling
uncertainties and practical constraints on control action the idea of mixed H2/H∞ control technique is being used for the
solution of LFC problem. This newly developed design strategy combines advantage of H2 and H∞ control syntheses and
gives a powerful multi- objectives design addressed by the Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI) technique. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method a two-area restructured power system is considered as a test system under different
operating conditions. The results of the proposed decentralized controller are compared with the conventional PI and pure
H∞ controllers and are shown to minimize the effects of load disturbance and maintain robust performance in the presence
of specified uncertainties and system nonlinearities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Global analysis of the power system markets shows

that the frequency control is one of the most profitable
ancillary services at these systems. This service is re-

lated to the short-term balance of energy and frequency

of the power systems. The most common methods used

to accomplish frequency control are generator governor

response (primary frequency regulation) and Load Fre-

quency Control (LFC). The goal of LFC is to reestab-
lish primary frequency regulation capacity, return the

frequency to its nominal value and minimize unsched-

uled tie-line power flows between neighboring control ar-

eas. From the mechanisms used to manage the provision

this service in ancillary markets, the bilateral contracts

or competitive offers stand out [1].

In the dynamical operation of power systems, it is usu-

ally important to aim for decentralization of control ac-

tion to individual areas. This aim should coincide with the

requirements for stability and load frequency scheduling

within the overall system. In a completely decentralized
control scheme, the feedback controls in each area are

computed on the basis of measurements taken in that

area only. This implies that no interchange of informa-

tion among areas is necessary for the purpose of load

frequency control. The advantages of this operating phi-
losophy are apparent in providing cost savings in data

communications and in reducing the scope of the moni-

toring network.

LFC goals, ie frequency regulation and tracking the load

demands, maintaining the tie-line power interchanges to

specified values in the presence of modeling uncertain-
ties, system nonlinearities and area load disturbances de-
termines the LFC synthesis as a multi-objective optimiza-
tion problem. On the other hand, increasing size and com-
plexity of the restructured power system introduced a set
of significant uncertainties and disturbances in power sys-
tem control and operation, especially on the LFC prob-
lem solution. Thus, it is desirable that the novel control
strategies be developed to achieve LFC goals and main-
tain reliability of the electric power system in an adequate
level. There have been continuing efforts in design of load
frequency controller with better performance according
to the change of environment in power system operation
under deregulation using various optimal and robust con-
trol strategies during the recent years [2–5]. The proposed
methods gave good dynamical responses, but robustness
in the presence of large modeling uncertainties was not
considered and stability of the overall system was not
guaranteed. Also, some of them have a centralized scheme
which is not feasible for a large power system because of
computational and economical difficulties in implement-
ing this scheme.

One of the most important in control theory and appli-
cation was the direct and inverse Nyquist array methods
developed by Rosenbrock and his colleagues [6-8]. The
design is based on achieving the required diagonal dom-
inance, so that each control loop can be designed inde-
pendently. However, it has long been recognized that the
main difficulty in applying the Nyquist array method is to
obtain the required diagonal dominance (row dominance
or column dominance). In particular, if the controller is
restricted to be diagonal, the possibility of achieving di-
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Fig. 1. An equivalent MIMO system Fig. 2. Independent SISO system design

agonal dominance depends on whether the P-F (Perron-
Frobenius) eigenvalues of all the matrices derived from
the frequency response magnitudes are less than 2 [7, 9].
As shown in Sec. 5, for the sample system studied in this
paper, the above P-F eigenvalue condition is not satisfied.

In this paper to break the limit imposed by the di-
agonal dominance, the problem of decentralized load fre-
quency controller design is translated into an equivalent
problem of decentralized controller design for a Multi-
Input Multi-Output (MIMO) control system. It is shown
that subject to a condition based on the structured singu-
lar values (µ), each local area controller can be designed
independently such that stability of the overall closed
loop system is guaranteed. The robust stability condition
for the overall system can be easily stated as to achieve
a sufficient interaction margin, and a sufficient gain and
phase margins during each independent design. Based on
this framework, a new local robust controller based on the
mixed H2/H∞ control technique is designed for solution
of the LFC problem in a restructured power system. To
achieve decentralization, the effects of possible contracted
scenarios and connections between each area with the rest
of system are treated as a set of new input disturbance
signals in each control area. The proposed control strat-
egy combines advantage of H2 and H∞ control syntheses
to achieve the desired level of robust performance against
load disturbances, modeling uncertainties, system non-
linearities and gives a powerful multi-objectives design
addressed by the Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI) tech-
niques [10]. Due to its practical merit, it has a decen-
tralized scheme and requires only the Area Control Error
(ACE). When a decentralized LFC is applied, by reduc-
ing the system size the resulting controller order will be
lower, which is ideally useful for the real world complex
power systems.

The proposed control strategy is tested on a two-area
power system and compared with the H∞ controller and
PI controller (which is widely used in practical indus-
tries). To illustrate effectiveness of the proposed method
two scenarios of possible contracts under large load de-
mands have been simulated. The results show that the
proposed controller guarantees the robust performance
for a wide range of operating conditions in the presence
of Generation Rate Constraints (GRC), modeling uncer-
tainties and contract variations.

2 DECENTRALIZED

CONTROL DESIGN SCHEME

A centralized controller design is often considered not
feasible for large-scale systems such as power system; in

turn decentralized control is adopted. The advantages of
a decentralized controller design are reduction in the con-
troller complexity and suitability for practical implemen-
tation. In the next subsections, the problem of decen-
tralized load frequency controller is translated into an
equivalent problem of decentralized control design for a
MIMO control system. The proposed method is based on
structured singular value (µ).

2.1 Problem formulation

In general, an N -area power system LFC problem can
be modeled as a large-scale power system consisting of N
subsystems:

ẋ = ANx + BNu ,

y = CNx
(1)

where u = [u1, . . . , uN ]⊤ ; y = [y1, . . . , yN ]⊤ ; x =

[x1, . . . , xN ]⊤ and xi are the state variables for the ith
area.

Equivalently, this system composed of N linear time-
invariant subsystem Gi(s), described by:

ẋi = Aiixi +

N∑

j=1&j 6=i

Aijxj + Biiui ,

yi = Ciixi .

(2)

It assume that all (Aii, Bii) are controllable, (Aii, Cii)
are observable and all Aii and Cii are full rank. The term∑N

j=1
j 6=i

Aijxj is due to the interconnections to other sub-

systems. An N×N transfer function matrix G(s) linking

U(s)=[u1(s), . . . , uN(s)]⊤ and Y (s)=[y1(s), . . . , yN (s)]⊤:

Y (s) = G(s)U(s) (3)

Can be calculated as:

G(s) = CN (sI − AN )−1BN . (4)

The design of N decentralized local controllers now

becomes the design of an N ×N diagonal matrix K̃(s) =
diag{KI(s)}i=1,...,N as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

If all Aij (i 6= j ) in Gi(s) were equal to zero, then each
controller could be designed by independently just as if it
were in a SISO system as shown in Fig. 2. However, since
Aij (i 6= j ) are not zeros, the following question must
be resolved, ie if each Ki(s) (i = 1, . . . , N ) is designed
to form a stable closed loop system as shown in Fig. 2,
what are the additional conditions which can guarantee
that the overall system of Fig. 1 is stable? The answer to
this question is discussed in the next subsection based on
the theorem given by Groshdidier and Morar [11].
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2.2 Stability condition

In Groshdidier and Morar’s paper, G̃(s) is considered
as the matrix consisting of the diagonal elements of G(s);
ie:

G̃(s)=diag{G̃i(s)}=diag{G̃1(s), G̃2(s), . . . , G̃N (s)}. (5)

Where, G̃i(s) is the ith diagonal element of the transfer
function matrix G(s) and has the following state-space
realization:

ẋi = Aiixi + Biiui ,

yi = Ciixi .
(6)

Using the notations:

Gd(s) = G(s) − G̃(s) E(s) = Gd(s)G̃
−1(s) ,

T (s) = G(s)K̃(s)
(
I + G(s)K̃(s)

)−1
,

T̃ (s) = G̃(s)K̃(s)
(
I + G(s)K̃(s)

)−1
= diag

(
T̃i(s)

)
,

T̃i(s) = Ki(s)G̃i(s)
/(

1 + Ki(s)G̃i(s)
)
.

(7)

Where, T (s) or T̃ (s) is a closed loop transfer function

matrix for a feedback system consisting of K̃(s) and G(s)

or Ki(s) and G̃i(s), respectively. Grosdidier and Morar
have proved the following theorem:

The closed loop overall system T (s) is stable if:

(c1) – G(s) and G̃(s) have the same number of right
half-plane poles.

(c2) – The decentralized controller K̃(s) stabilizes the

diagonal system G̃(s).

(c3) – σmax

(
T̃ (jω)

)
< µ−1

(
E(jω)

)
∀ω .

Where, σmax denotes the maximum singular value and
µ denotes Doyle’s structured singular value with respect

to the decentralized controller structure of K̃(s). Since

T̃i(s) is a diagonal matrix in this paper, condition (c3)
can be replaced with:

(c3*)
∣∣T̃i(jω)

∣∣ < µ−1
(
E(jω)

)
∀ω , i = 1, . . . , N ,

where | · | denotes the magnitude.

This theorem gives sufficient conditions for the stabil-
ity of the overall closed loop system. However, Authors
have shown that although (c3*) may has some conserva-
tiveness compared with other conditions developed for the
independent decoupled design, for example the diagonal
dominant condition and the generalized diagonal domi-
nant condition, it gives the tightest restrictive band and
is less conservative. However, since the same restriction

µ−1
(
E(⊃ ω)

)
is applied to all T̃i(s) in condition (c3*),

a modification on this condition can be made to provide
more flexibility and to reduce further the possible conser-
vativeness caused by the inflexibility in condition (c3*):

(c4)
∣∣T̃i(jω)w−1

i (jω)
∣∣ < µ−1

(
E(jω)W (jω)

)
∀ω , i =

1, . . . , N .

Where, W (s) = diag
(
wi(s)

)
i=1,...,N

is a properly cho-

sen diagonal weighting function matrix. Due to w−1
i (jω)

in (c-4), although µ−1
(
E(jω)W (jω)

)
is still the same for

all SISO loops, the restrictions on
∣∣T̃i(jω)

∣∣ are deferent.

In fact, (c3*) is a special case of (c4) with W = I .

Before applying the above results to our system it
is necessary to consider the issue of the robust stabil-
ity. The stability condition (c4) is given for the nominal
plant G(s). If the state space model of Eq. (1) changes,
the plant model of G(s) will also change. It is generally
not possible to establish a clear relationship between the
change of values in Eq. (1) and the change of values in-
volved in condition (c4). For this reason, we specify the
robust stability conditions as:

(r1) Condition (c4) is satisfied with a sufficient mar-

gin. This can be checked by plotting
∣∣T̃I(jω)

∣∣ and

µ−1
(
E(jω)W (jω)

)
|wi(jω)| on the same graph and an

Interaction Margin (IM) for loop i can be defined as
the shortest vertical distance between the two curves.

(r2) There are sufficient gain and phase margins in each
SISO loop for the stability. This can also be checked by

a Bode or Nyquist plot of Ki(s)G̃i(s).

R e m a r k . For most systems, a satisfactory distur-
bance rejection performance can be achieved if there are
sufficient stability margin.

3 GENERALIZED MODEL OF LFC SCHEME

In the deregulated power systems, the vertically in-
tegrated utility no longer exists. However, the common
LFC objectives, ie restoring the frequency and the net
interchanges to their desired values for each control area,
still remain. The deregulated power system consists of
GENCOs, TRANSCOs and DISCOs with an open ac-
cess policy. In the new structure, GENCOs may or may
not participate in the LFC task and DISCOs have the
liberty to contract with any available GENCOs in their
own or other areas. Thus, various combinations of possi-
ble contracted scenarios between DISCOs and GENCOs
are possible. All the transactions have to be cleared by
the Independent System Operator (ISO) or other respon-
sible organizations. In this new environment, it is desir-
able that a new model for LFC scheme be developed to
account for the effects of possible load following contracts
on system dynamics.

Based on the idea presented in [12], the concept of an
Augmented Generation Participation Matrix (AGPM) to
express the possible contracts following is presented here.
The AGPM shows the participation factor of a GENCO
in the load following contract with a DISCO. The rows
and columns of AGPM matrix equal the total number
of GENCOs and DISCOs in the overall power system, re-
spectively. Consider the number of GENCOs and DISCOs
in area i be ni and mi in a large scale power system with
N control areas. The structure of AGPM is given by:

AGPM =




AGPM11 . . . AGPM1N

...
. . .

...
AGPMN1 . . . AGPMNN


 . (8)
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Fig. 3. The generalized LFC scheme in the restructured system Fig. 4. The decentralized LFC scheme for area i in the restruc-
tured environment.

AGPMij =




gpf(si+1)(zj+1) . . . gpf(si+1)(zj+mj)

...
. . .

...
gpf(si+ni)(zj+1) . . . gpf(si+ni)(zj+mj)




For i, j = 1, . . . , N and

si =

i−1∑

k=1

nk , zj =

i−1∑

k=1

mk & s1 = z1 = 0 .

In the above, gpfij refers to generation participation

factor and shows the participation factor of GENCO i in

total load following requirement of DISCO j based on the

contract. The sum of all entries in each column of AGPM

is unity. The diagonal sub-matrices of AGPM correspond

to local demands and off-diagonal sub-matrices corre-

spond to demands of DISCOs in one area on GENCOs in

another area.

Block diagram of the generalized LFC scheme in a re-

structured system is shown in Fig. 3. The nomenclature

used is given in Appendix A. Dashed lines show inter-

faces between areas and the demand signals based on the

possible contracts. These new information signals are ab-
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sent in the traditional LFC scheme. As there are many
GENCOs in each area, ACE signal has to be distributed
among them due to their ACE participation factor in the
LFC task and

∑ni

j=1 αji = 1.

Figure 4 shows the modified LFC scheme for control
area i in a restructured system. It can be seen from this
figure that four input disturbance channels, di , ηi , ζi and
ρi are considered for decentralized LFC design. They are
defined as bellow:

di=∆PLoc,i+∆Pdi , ∆PLoc,i=

mi∑

j=1

(∆PLj +∆PULj),
(9)

ηi =

N∑

j=1
j 6=i

Tij∆fj , (10)

ζi = ∆Ptie,i,sch =
N∑

k=1
k 6=i

∆Ptie,ik,sch , (11)

∆Ptie,ik,sch =

ni∑

j=1

mk∑

t=1

apf(si+j)(zk+t)∆PL(zk+t)

−

nk∑

t=1

mi∑

j=1

apf(sk+t)(zj+j)∆PL(zi+j) , (12)

∆Ptie,i−error = ∆Ptie,i−actual − ζi . (13)

ρi = [ρ1i . . . ρki . . . ρnii]
⊤,

ρki =

N∑

j=1

[ mj∑

t=1

gpf(si+k)(zj+t)∆PLt−j

]
,

(14)

∆Pm,k−i = ρki + apfki

mi∑

j=1

∆PUlj−i . (15)

∆Pm,ki is the desired total power generation of a GENCO
k in area i and must track the demand of the DISCOs
in contract with it in the steady state.

Due to Fig. 4, the state-space model for control area i
can be obtained as:

ẋi = Aixi + Biuu + Biww′
i ,

yi = Cixi + Diww′
i

(16)

where

x⊤
i =

[
xai x1i . . . xki . . . xnii

]
, ui = ∆Pci, yi = ACEi ,

xai =
[
∆fi ∆tie,i

∫
ACEi

]
, xki =

[
∆PTki ∆PV ki

]
,

k = 1, . . . , ni ,

w′
i =

[
∆PLoc,i ηi ξi ρi

]
, ρi =

[
ρ1i . . . ρki . . . ρnii

]
,

Ai =

[
A11i A12i

A21i A22i

]
, A11i =




1/TPi −KPi/TPi 0∑N
j=1
j 6=i

Tji 0 0

Bi 1 0


 ,

A12i =








KPi/TPi 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0



 . . .




KPi/TPi 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0









︸ ︷︷ ︸
ni blocks

A21i =
[
DP⊤

1i . . .DP⊤
ki . . . DP⊤

nii

]
,

A22i = diag(TG1i, . . . , TGki, . . . , TGnii) ,

DPki =

[
0 0 0

−1/(RkiTHki) 0 −Kiapfki/THki

]
,

TGki =

[
−1/TTki 1/TTki

0 −1/THki

]
,

B⊤
iu =

[
0⊤3×1 B⊤

1iu . . . B⊤
kiu . . . B⊤

niiu

]
,

Bkiu =
[
0 apfki/THki

]
,

B⊤
iw =

[
B⊤

aiw B⊤
1iw . . . B⊤

kiw . . . B⊤
niiw

]
,

Baiw =




−KPi/TPi 0 0 01×ni

0 −1 0 01×ni

0 0 −1 01×ni



 ,

Bkiw =

[
01×3 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
01×3 b1i . . . bki . . . bnii

]
,

bji =

{
−1/THki , j = k ,

0 , j 6= k ,

Ci =
[
Cai 01×2ni

]
, Cai =

[
Bi 1 0

]
,

Diw =
[
01×2 − 1 01×ni

]
,

4 MIXED H2/H∞ AND THE

PROPOSED CONTROL FRAMEWORK

This section gives a technical background about the
mixed H2/H∞ control technique. Also, the proposed syn-
thesis methodology for LFC problem based on the mixed
H2/H∞ control is given.

4.1 Mixed H2/H∞ : technical background

In many real world control application, multi objec-
tives such as stability, disturbance attenuation and ref-
erence tracking under model uncertainties and practi-
cal constraints are followed simultaneously. On the other
hand, each robust control method is mainly useful to cap-
ture a set of special design specifications. For instance,
noise attenuation or regulation against random distur-
bances is more naturally expressed in LQG terms (H2

synthesis). Similarly, pure H∞ synthesis is more useful
for holding close-loop stability and formulation of some
uncertainties and practical control constraints. It is shown
that combination of H2 and H∞ (mixed H2/H∞ ) con-
trol techniques gives a powerful multi-objectives design
including both sets of the above objectives. The synthesis
problem is shown in Fig. 5. P (s) is a linear time invariant
system with the following state-space realization:

ẋ = Ax + B1w + B2u ,

z∞ = C∞x + D∞1wi + D∞2u ,

z2 = C2x + D21wi + D22ui ,

yi = Cyx + Dy1wi .

(17)
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Fig. 5. The mixed H2/H∞ synthesis structure

Where, x is the state variable vector, w is the distur-
bance and other external vector and y is the measured
output vector. The output channels z∞ is associated with
the H∞ performance, while the output channel z2 is as-
sociated with the H2 performance.

Denoting by T∞(s) and T2(s), the transfer functions
from w to z∞ and z2 , respectively, the mixed H2/H∞

synthesis problem can be expressed by the following opti-
mization problem: design a controller K(s) that minimize
a trade off criterion of the form:

α‖T∞(s)‖2 + β‖T2(s)‖
2 (α & β ≥ 0) . (18)

An efficient algorithm for solving this problem is avail-
able in LMI control toolbox of MATLAB [13]. The follow-
ing lemmas relate the above optimization control problem
to LMI techniques. Assume that the state-space realiza-
tion of close loop system is given by as:

ẋcl = Ac1xc1 + Bc1w ,

z∞ = Ccl∞xcl + Dcl∞w ,

z2 = Ccl2xcl + Dcl2w .

(19)

Lemma 1 (H∞ performance) [14]. The closed loop RMS

gain for T∞(s) does not exceed γ∞ if and only if there

exist a symmetric matrix X∞ > 0 such that:




AclX∞ + X∞A⊤

cl Bcl X∞C⊤
cl

B⊤
cl −I D⊤

cl∞

C⊤
cl∞X∞ Dcl∞ −γ2

∞I



 < 0 . (20)

Lemma 2 (H2 performance) [14]. The H2 norm of T 2(s)
does not exceed γ2 if and only if Dcl2 = 0 and here exist

two symmetric matrices X2 and Q such that:

[
Aclx2 + X2A

⊤
cl Bcl

B⊤
cl −I

]
< 0 ,

[
Q Ccl2X2

X2C
⊤
cl2 X2

]
> 0 ,

trace(Q) < γ2
2 .

(21)

4.2 LFC problem formulation via Mixed H2/H∞

LFC goals, ie frequency regulation and tracking the load
demands, maintaining the tie-line power interchanges to
specified values in the presence of modeling uncertainties,
system nonlinearities and area load disturbances deter-
mines the LFC synthesis as a multi-objective optimiza-
tion problem. For this reason, the idea of mixed H2/H∞

control synthesis, which gives a powerful multi-objectives

design is used for solution this problem. The main synthe-

sis framework to formulate it as a mixed H2/H∞ control

design for a given control area (Fig. 4) is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The proposed synthesis framework

Fig. 7. The formulation of mixed H2/H∞ based control design
problem

In the power systems, each control area contains dif-

ferent kinds of uncertainties because of plant parameter

variations, load changes and system modeling errors due

to some approximations in model linearization and un-

modeled dynamics. Usually, the uncertainties in power

system can be modeled as multiplicative and/or addi-

tive uncertainties [15]. In Fig. 6 the ∆ui block mod-

els the structured uncertainties as a multiplicative type

and Wui is the associated weighting function. The output

channels z∞i,1 and z∞i,2 are associated with H∞ per-

formance. The first channel is used to meet robustness

against uncertainties and reduce their impacts on close

loop system performance. In the second channel (z∞i,2 )

WCi sets a limit on the allowed control signal to penal-

ize fast change and large overshoot in the control action

signal with regard to practical constraints. The output

channel z2i is associated with the H2 performance and

WPi sets the performance goal ie zero tracking error and

minimizing the effects of disturbances on the area con-

trol error (ACEi ). We can redraw the Fig. 6 as a mixed

H2/H∞ general framework synthesis as shown in Fig. 7,

where Poi(s) and Ki(s) denote the nominal area model

as given by Eq. (16) and controller, respectively. Also,
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Fig. 8. Two area control power system

Table 1. GENCOs parameters

MVAbase (1000MW) GENCOs (k in area i)

Parameter 1-1 2-1 1-2 2-2
Rate (MW) 1000 800 1100 900

TT (sec) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

TH (sec) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

R (Hz/pu) 2.4 3.3 2.5 2.4

α 0.75 0.25 0.5 0.5

Table 2. Control area parameters

Parameter Area-1 Area-2
Tp (sec) 20 20

Kp 120 120

R (Hz/pu) 2.4 2.4
B (pu/Hz) 0.425 0.425

KI 0.12 0.12

Tij (pu/Hz) T12 = T21 = 0.545

yi is the measured output (performed by ACEi ), ui is
the control output and wi includes the perturbed, dis-
turbance and reference signals in the control area.

In Fig. 7, Pi(s) is the Generalized Plant (GP) that
includes nominal models of control area i and associated
weighting functions. The state-space model of GP can be
obtained as:

ẋApi = AGpixGpi + B1iwi + B2iui ,

z∞i = C∞ixGpi + D∞1iwi + D∞2iui ,

z2i = C2ixGpi + D21iwi + D22iui ,

yi = CyixGpi + Dy1iwi

(22)

w⊤
i =

[
vi di ηi ζi ρi yref

]
, z⊤∞i =

[
z∞1i z∞2i

]
.

Now, the synthesis problem is: designing a controller
Ki(s) as shown in Fig. 7 such that Eq. (18) is minimized.
It is should be noted that the order of found controller
by this strategy is the same as size of generalized plant
that is typically high in general. In order to overcome the
complexity of computation in the case of high order power
systems, appropriated model reduction techniques might
be applied to the obtained controller model. In summery,
the designing steps of the proposed method are:

Step 1: Formulation of the LFC problem as a decentral-
ized control scheme due to Fig. 4 and identify the state
space model for the given control area.

Step 2: Identify the uncertainty (Wui ) and performance
weighting functions (WPi and WCi ) for the given area
according to dynamical model, practical limits and per-
formance requirements.

Step 3: Problem formulation as a general mixed H2/H∞

control structure according to Fig. 7.

Step 4: Identify the indexes α , β and solve optimiza-
tion problem Eq. (18) using LMI approaches to obtain
desired controller.

Step 5: Reduce the order of result controller by using
standard model reduction techniques.

Step 6: Continue this procedure by applying the above
steps to other control area.

Step 7: Retune the obtained decentralized controller to
best performance and check if the overall power system
satisfies the robust stability condition as given in Sec. 2
and has enough IM, gain and phase margins.

The proposed control methodology in this paper in-
cludes enough flexibility to set the desired level of robust
performance and provides a set of robust decentralized
controllers which guarantee stability of the overall power
system. On the other hand, it has a decentralized scheme
and requires only the ACE in each control area. Thus,
its construction and implementation are easy and can be
useful in the real world complex power system.

5 CASE STUDY

A two-area power system, shown in Fig. 8 is considered
as a test system to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed control strategy. It is assumed that each control
area includes two GENCOs and two DISCOs. The power
system parameters are given in Tables 1 and 2. According
to problem formulation given in Sec. 2, the state-space
realization of the overall system can be constructed as:

ẋ = Ax + Bu ,

y = Cx .
(23)

Where, u = [u1 u2]
⊤ ; y = [y1 y2]

⊤ = [ACE1 ACE2]
⊤ ;

x = [x1 x2]
⊤ and xi is the state variable for ith area as

given in Eq. (16), A ∈ R14×14 , B ∈ R14×2 , C ∈ R2×14 .

A =

[
A11 A22

A21 A22

]
,

B = blockdiagonal
(
B11, B22

)
;

C = blockdiagonal
(
C11, C22

)
.

Aii , Bii and Cii are the same as Ai , Biu , Ci as given
in Eq. (16). The Aij is given by:

Aij =
[
aij

]
i=1,...,ni; j=1,...,nj

.
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Fig. 9. Nyquist array with the column Gershgorin circles

Fig. 10. P-F eigenvalues for the G(s)

Where, ni and nj are the number of state variables area
i and j , respectively and for the given sample system n1

and n2 are 7. The all entries of aij is zero except the a21

is −Tij .

A 2 × 2 transfer function matrix for the system can
be obtained as G(s) = C(sI − A)−1B . A Nyquist array
with the column Gershgorin circles on the diagonal el-
ements is plotted in Fig. 9. The frequency responses of
diagonal elements with the Gershgorin circles enclose the
origin of the complex plane. This show that the system
is not diagonal dominant. The P-F eigenvalues related
to the G(s) are depicted in Fig. 10 which shows that it
is impossible to use a diagonal compensator to achieve
the required diagonal dominance. It is therefore also not
possible to use the Nyquist array method to design the
required decentralized controller [9].

To break the limit imposed by the diagonal dominance,
the design method proposed in this paper is applied here.
Simulation results and eigenvalue analysis show that the
open loop system performance is affected more signifi-
cantly by changing in the Kpi , Tpi , Bi and Tji than
changes of other parameters [16]. Thus, to illustrate the

capability of the proposed strategy in this example, in
the view point of uncertainty our focus will be concen-

trated on variation of these parameters. Hence, for the
given power system, we have set our objectives to area fre-
quency regulation and assuring robust stability and per-
formance in the presence of specified uncertainties, load
disturbances or exogenous inputs as follows:

1. Holding stability and robust performance for the over-
all power system and each control area in the presence
of 25 % uncertainty for the Kpi , Tpi , Bi and Tji .

2. Minimizing the effects of new introduced disturbances
on the output signals according to the possible con-
tracts and area interface (ηi, ζi, ρi).

3. Getting zero steady state error and good tracking for
load demands and disturbances.

4. Maintaining acceptable overshoot and settling time on
the frequency deviation signal in each control area.

5. Setting the reasonable limit on the control action sig-
nal from the change speed and amplitude view point.

Following, we will discuss application of the proposed

strategy on the given power system to achieve the above
objectives.

5.1 Uncertainty weights selection

As it is mentioned in the previous section, we can con-

sider the specified uncertainty in each area as a multi-
plicative uncertainty associated with a nominal model.

Let P̂i(s) denote the transfer function from the control

input ui to control output yi at operating points other
than the nominal point. Following a practice common in
robust control, this transfer can be represented as:

∣∣∆ui(s)Wi(s)
∣∣ =

(
P̂i(s) − Poi(s)

)/
Poi(s)

∣∣; Poi(s) 6= 0 ,
∥∥∆ui(s)

∥∥
∞

= sup
∣∣∆ui(s)

∣∣ ≤ 1 . (24)
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Fig. 11. Uncertainty plot due to change of KP1 , TP1 , B1 and
Tj1 (Dashed) and Wu1(s) (Solid)

Fig. 13. Plot of µ=1
(
E(jω)

)
and T̃1(s)

Fig. 12. Bode plot comparison of original and reduced order con-
troller K1mix(s)

Fig. 14. Bode plot of K1(s)G̃1(s) (Solid) and G̃1(s) (Dashed)

Where, ∆ui(s) shows the uncertainty block correspond-
ing to the uncertain parameters and Poi(s) is the nomi-
nal transfer function model. Thus, Wui(s) is such that its
magnitude Bode plot covers the Bode plot of all possible
plants. Using Eq. (24) some sample uncertainties corre-
sponding to different values of Kpi , Tpi , Bi and Tji are
shown in Fig. 11 for one area. It can be seen that multi-
plicative uncertainties have a peak around the 5.5 rad/s.
Based on this figure the following multiplicative uncer-
tainty weight was chosen for control design as:

Wu1 =
14.3s3 + 8.2s2 + 213.8s + 10.39

s3 + 4.18s2 + 33.84s + 125.41
. (25)

Figure 11 clearly shows that attempting to cover the
sharp peak around the 5.5 rad/s will result in large gaps
between the weight and uncertainty at other frequencies.
On the other hand, a tighter fit at all frequencies using a
high order transfer function will result in a high order con-
troller. The weight (25) used in our design give a conserva-
tive design at around the 5.5 rad/s, low and high frequen-
cies, but it provides a good trade off between robustness
and controller complexity. Using the same method, the
uncertainty weighting function for area 2 are also calcu-
lated which is identical with weighting function of area 1.

5.2 Performance weights selection

The selection of performance weights WCi and WPi

entails a trade off among different performance require-
ments, particularly good area control error minimization
versus peak control action. The weight on the control in-
put, WCi , must be chosen close to a differentiator to pe-
nalize fast change and large overshoot in the control input
due to corresponding practical constraints. The weight on
the output, WPi , must be chosen close to an integrator
at low frequency in order to get disturbance rejection and
zero steady state error. More details on how these weights
are chosen are given in [17, 18]. Based on the above dis-
cussion, a suitable set of performance weighting functions
for one control area is chosen as:

WC1 =
0.3s + 1

s + 10
, WP1 =

0.03s + 0.75

350s + 1
. (26)

5.3 Pure H∞ control design

In addition to the proposed control strategy, a pure
H∞ dynamic controller is developed using Lemma 1.
Specifically, the control design is reduced to an LMI for-
mulation, and then, the H∞ control problem is solved
according to the LMI constrain (20) using the function
hinflmi provided by MATLAB’s LMI control toolbox [13].
The same control framework (shown in Fig. 7) is used for
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Fig. 15. A nonlinear turbine model with GRC.

Table 3. Gain and phase margins.

Loop 1 (Area-1) Loop 2 (Area-2)

GM PM GM PM
(dB) (deg) (dB) (deg)

G̃1(s) 6.01 15.7 6.01 15.7

Ki(s)G̃i(s)
H∞ 27.6 ∞ 27.6 ∞

Mixed 45.51 ∞ 45.51 ∞

the pure H∞ control design but using only one fictitious
output channel (Z∞ ) as:

Z⊤
∞i =

[
Z∞1i Z∞2i Z2i

]
. (27)

The resulting controller is dynamic type and whose order
is the same as the size of GP model (here 12). The order
of controller is reduced to a 6 using the standard Hankel
norm approximation and is given as follows:

K1∞ = 2.17 × 10−3 N(s)

D(s)
,

N(s) = s5 + 15.77s4 + 38.23s3 + 348.45s2

+ 70.63s + 11.29 ,

D(s) = s6 + 1.995s5 + 16.039s4 + 19.507s3

+ 6.865s2 + 0.433s + 0.0029 .

(28)

5.4 Mixed H2/H∞ control design

Based on the problem formulation and synthesis method-
ologies in Sec. 4, a decentralized robust controller is de-
signed for one control area using the hinfmix function in
the LMI control toolbox. This function gives an optimal
controller through the mentioned optimization problem
Eq. (18) with α and β fixed at unity. The resulting con-
troller is dynamic type and whose order is the same as the
size of the GP model (here 12). The controller is reduced
to a 5 order with no performance degradation using the
standard Hankel norm approximation. The Bode plots of
the full order and reduced order controllers are shown
in Fig. 12. The transfer function of the reduced order
controller with simple structure is given as:

K1mis(s) = 4.72 × 10−3×

s4 − 2.242s3 + 12.88s2 + 0.963s + 8.889

s5+4.7o3s4+10.146s3+4.7262s2+0.321s +0.0009
. (29)

Using the same procedure and setting similar objectives
as discussed above the set of suitable weighting function
for the other control area synthesis is chosen as same
as area 1. The transfer function of resulting controller
is identical with transfer function of controller area 1.

5.5 Stability analysis

In this subsection, stability of the overall system with

proposed decentralized mixed H2/H∞ based controller

is investigated. Due to discussion as mentioned in Sec. 2.

and choosing the weighting function W as a unity ma-

trix, a plot of µ−1
(
E(jω)

)
and the magnitude frequency

response of T̃1(s) are depicted in Fig. 13. From this

figure, the IM defined before for area 1 is: 5.2 dB at

ω = 0.016 rad/s. The frequency response of T̃2(s) is the

same as T̃1(s) and therefore the IM for area 2 is iden-

tical with area 1. The frequency response of G̃1(s) and

K1(s)G̃1(s) is shown in Fig. 14. The GM is increased

from 6.01 to 45.51 dB and the PM is increased from 15.7◦

to infinity. The improvements each individual loop’s GM

and PM are listed in Table 3 for two areas.

The above results show that when the frequency re-

sponse based diagonal dominance cannot be achieved,

the condition based on the structured singular value can

be applied to design decentralized controller for the re-

quired system performance and guaranteeing stability of

the overall system.

6 SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to illustrate the behavior of the proposed

control strategy some simulations has been carried out.

In the simulation study, the linear model of a turbine
∆PV ki

/
∆PTki in Fig. 3 for each GENCO is replaced by a

nonlinear model of Fig. 15 (with ±0.03 limits). This is to

take GRC into account ie the practical limit on the area

of change in the generating power of each GENCO. It is

noted that GRC would influence the dynamic responses

of the system significantly and lead to longer overshoot

and longer settling time.

The close loop system performance using the proposed

mixed H2/H∞ based controller in comparison with the

pure H∞ PI controllers (which is widely used for LFC

problem in industry) controllers is tested for two cases of

operating conditions in the presences of load demands,

disturbances and uncertainties.

6.1 Scenario 1

In this scenario, the closed loop performance is tested

in the presence of both step contracted load demands

and uncertainties. It is assumed that a large step load

0.1 pu MW is demanded by all DISCOs. A case of com-

bined Poolco and bilateral based contracts between DIS-

COs and available GENCOs is considered based on the

following AGPM:

AGPM =




0.5 0.25 0 0.3
0.2 0.25 0 0
0 0.25 0 0.7

0.3 0.25 0 0
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Fig. 16. Power system response to scenario 1 a) Frequency deviation and tie line power changes b) GENCOs Power changes; Solid
(Mixed), Dashed-dotted (H∞ ) and Dotted (PI)

Fig. 17. Power system response to scenario 2 a) Frequency deviation and tie line power changes b) GENCOs Power changes; Solid
(Mixed), Dashed-dotted (H∞ ) and Dotted (PI)

All GENCOs participate in the LFC task. The GENCO 2

in area 1 only participate for performing the LFC in its

area, while other GENCOs track the load demand in their

areas and/or others. Power system responses with 25 %

increase in uncertain parameters KPi , TPi , Bi and Tij

are depicted in Fig. 16. Using the proposed method, the

frequency deviation of two areas is quickly driven back

to zero and the tie-line power flows properly converges

to the specified values of Eq. (12) in the steady state. ie:

∆Ptie,1,sch = −0.05 pu MW.

The actual generated powers of GENCOs properly

reached the desired values in the steady state as given
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Fig. 18. Values of performance indices under scenario 1: a) ITAE
b) FD

Fig. 19. Values of performance indices under scenario 2: a) ITAE
b) FD

by Eq. (15). ie:

∆Pm,1−1 = 0.105 , ∆Pm,2−1 = 0.045 puMW,

∆Pm,1−2 = 0.195 , ∆Pm,2−2 = 0.055 puMW.

6.2 Scenario 2

In this case, a DISCO may violate a contract by de-
manding more power than that specified in the con-
tract. This excess power is reflected as a local load of
the area (un-contracted load). Consider scenario 1 again.
It is assumed that in addition to specified contracted
load demands and 25 % decrease in uncertain parame-
ters, the one DISCO from areas 1 and 2 demand 0.1 and
0.05 pu MW as a large un-contracted load, respectively.
Using the Eq. (9), the total local load in all areas is ob-
tained as:

∆PLoc,1 = 0.3 , ∆PLoc,2 = 0.25 puMW.

The purpose of this scenario is to test the effectiveness
of the proposed controller against uncertainties and large
load disturbances in the presence of GRC. The power
system responses are shown in Fig. 17.

Using the proposed method, the frequency deviation
of these areas is quickly driven back to zero and the tie-
line power flows properly converge to the specified value
of Eq. (12) in the steady state. As AGPM is the same as
in scenario 1 and the un-contracted load of areas is taken
up by the GENCOs in the same areas, the tie-line power
is the same as in scenario 1 in the steady state (Fig. 17).
The un-contracted load of DISCOs in area 1 and 2 is
taken up by the GENCOs in these areas according to
ACE participation factors in the steady state. Using the
Eq. (15) the actual generated power of GENCOs is given
by:

∆Pm,1−1 = 0.155 , ∆Pm,2−1 = 0.095pu MW,

∆Pm,1−2 = 0.22 , ∆Pm,2−3 = 0.08 pu MW,

As shown in Figs. 17-b and c, the actual generated
powers of GENCOs properly reached the desired values
using the proposed strategy. The simulation results in the
above scenarios indicate that the proposed control strat-
egy can ensure the robust performance such as frequency
tracking and disturbance attenuation for possible con-
tracted scenarios under modeling uncertainties and large
area load demands in the presence of GRC.

To demonstrate robust performance of the proposed
control strategy, the performance indices Integration-
Time-Absolute-Error (ITAE) based on ACE and Figure
of Demerit (FD) based on system performance character-
istics (suitably weighted) is being used as:

ITAE =

∫ 30

0

t
(
|ACE1(t)| + |ACE2(t)

)
dt ,

FD = (OS × 15)2 + (US × 5)2 + 0.1 × Ts)
2.

(30)

Overshoot (OS), undershoot (US) and settling time (for
5 % band of the total step load demand in area 1) of
frequency deviation area 1 are considered for evaluation
of FD. The values of ITAE and FD are calculated for the
above two scenarios whereas the uncertain parameters of
system are varied from −25 % to 25 % of the nominal
values. Figures 18-19 show the values of ITAE and FD for
operation conditions under scenarios 1-2, respectively.

It can be seen that in comparison with both PI and
H∞ controllers, the mixed H2/H∞ controller designed
in this paper is very effective and significantly improves
the system performance against the plant parameters
changes.

7 CONCLUSION

A new decentralized robust load frequency controller
in the competitive electricity environment using the gen-
eralized LFC scheme model for accounting the effects of
the possible load following contracts is proposed in this
paper. It is shown that, when the frequency response
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based diagonal dominance can not be achieved, subject
to a condition based on the structured singular values
(µ), each local area controller can be designed indepen-
dently such that stability of the overall system is guaran-
teed. Since, each control area contains different kinds of
uncertainties and disturbances because of increasing the
complexity and change of power system structure. Thus,
the LFC problem has been formulated as a decentralized
multi-objective optimization control problem via a mixed
H2/H∞ control approach and solved by LMI techniques
to obtain optimal controller. Synthesis problem introduce
appropriate uncertainties to consider of practical limits,
has enough flexibility for setting the desired level of ro-
bust performance and leads to a set of relatively simple
controllers, which are ideally practical for the real world
complex power systems.

The effectiveness of the proposed strategy was tested
on a three-area power system and compared with the H∞

and PI controllers under possible contracts with various
load changes in the presence of modeling uncertainties
and GRC. The simulation results show that the proposed
method achieves good robust performance such as fre-
quency regulation, tracking the load changes and distur-
bances attenuation for a wide range of plant parameter
changes and area load conditions. The system perfor-
mance characteristics in terms of ‘ITAE’ and ‘FD’ indices
reveal that the proposed robust controller is a promis-
ing control scheme for the solution of LFC problem and
therefore it is recommended to generate good quality and
reliable electric energy in the restructured power systems.

Appendix A: Nomenclature

F area frequency
PTie net tie-line power flow
PT turbine power
PV governor valve position
PC governor set point
ACE area control error
apf ACE participation factor
∆ deviation from nominal value
KP subsystem equivalent gain
TP subsystem equivalent time constant
TT turbine time constant
TH governor time constant
R droop characteristic
B frequency bias
K Gain of integral controller
Tij tie line synchronizing coefficient between areas i

and j
PLj−i contracted demand of Disco j in area i
PULj−i un-contracted demand of Disco j in area i
Pm,j−i Power generation of GENCO j in area i
PLoc Total local demand
η area interface
ζ scheduled power tie line power flow deviation

(δPtie,sch )
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